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Let Bk, k = 1, 2, ,.., be a sequence of independent Brownian particles in W’, 
whose initial point is distributed according to a probability measure p on IW” x R + 
It is shown that the fluctuation process of the empirical distribution of the first 
n particles converges weakly in the Skorokhod spaces D([O, T,,), Y”(l@)) 
and D([T,,, co), y’(lW’)) as n-co, where T,,=inf{t:n(W’x [t, co))=O}, to 
continuous, centered Gaussian, Markov processes X and Y, respectively, and the 
corresponding Langevin equations are derived. A “strict” Markov property is 
defined, and it is shown that this property is satisfied by the process X in an interval 
[a, b] c [0, T,] if and only if n(lW“x (a, b]) -0. These results extend an example 
discussed by K. It6 where To = 0. 0 1990 Academic press, ~nc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will study the fluctuations of a system of Brownian 
motions which is an extension of a model discussed by K. It8 [7]. 
Let Bk, k = 1, 2, . . . . be a sequence of independent Brownian particles in 
ET’ whose initial point is distributed according to a probability measure p 
on lPxR+ (in [7] p is supported on lRd x (0) ). We will prove, under 
some assumptions on ,u, that the fluctuation process of the empirical 
distribution of the first n particles converges weakly in the Skorokhod 
spaces D([O, T,,), F(FP’)) and D([T,, co), 9’(Rd)) as n + cc, where 
To = inf{ t : p( [Wd x [t, cc )) = 0}, to continuous, centered, Gaussian pro- 
cesses X and Y, respectively. Here Y’(Rd) is the Schwartz space of 
tempered istributions, which is the topological dual of the space 9’(Rd) of 
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rapidly decreasing infinitely differentiable real functions on Rd. The duality 
between these two spaces will be denoted by ( ., ). 
Our main objective is to study the Markov property of the process X. 
The Markov property of an y’( Rd)-valued continuous, centered, Gaussian 
process X is equivalent to the statement hat given s < t there exists an 
9”(Rd)-valued random variable X,sV, such that for each $ E 9(@‘). 
(X,,, $) belongs to (X,, 9’( Rd)) - (the I,*-closure of the linear space of 
random variables ( ( X,T, 4 ), 4 E .4p( Rd) 1 ), and 
COV((X,> 4>3 (Xl, $>)=Cov((X,. 6>5 <x,.,3 II/>) (Ml 
for r < s and 0, II/ E 9( Rd). The proof of this equivalence is elementary; the 
necessity of condition (M) can be shown using the regularization theorem 
(e.g., [8]). We define the strict Murkou property of a centered, Gaussian 
.44’( Rd)-valued process X as follows: Given s < I there is a continuous linear 
mapping eu, f : y( Rd) -+ 9’( Rd) such that 
Cov(<X,, d>, (X,3 Ic/>)=Cov((X,, d>? <X,?K~IcI>) (SW 
for r <s and 4, $ E 9’(Rd). Clearly this is a special case of the Markov 
property since ( X,s, 3!*, ,$) belongs to (X,, .4p( Rd)). If (%V,,, s6 t 1 is a 
reverse evolution system on Y(R”), i.e., et,, = I and ?/r, %, , = ‘li,,, for 
r <s d t, then it is easy to see that (SM) is equivalent to 
Cov((X.s, d>? <x,3 11/>)=CW(X,, 9>> (X,> %,,rl/)) (SM’) 
for s d t and 4, $ E y(Rd). 
We will show that the limit process X is an inhomogeneous Markov 
process and establish the following criterion for the strict Markov property 
of this process: X is strictly Markovian in an interval [a, h] if and only if 
p( Rd x (a, h]) = 0; i.e., the Brownian particles cannot start in (a, b]. The 
process Y is essentially the same as in [7]. We will also obtain other 
properties of the processes X and Y, in particular the Langevin equations 
they satisfy. 
In the remainder of this section we will recall a few facts about the spaces 
9(Rd) and P’( Rd) which are needed in order to present our results, and 
state some notation and assumptions. 
The topology on 9’(Rd) is defined by the increassing sequence of Hilber- 
tian norms 
p=o, 1, . ..) wherek=(k,,...,k,), Ikl=k,+ . . . +kd,Dk=a’“‘/ax:l...~x~, 
and I ./ is the usual norm in Rd. Let yP(lRd) designate the completion of 
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Y( Rd) with respect o 1) . IIP and s”i( IP) its dual. Then Y( IP’) = &, $( Rd) 
and 9’( Wd) = lJ, s”;( l/P’). 
We denote by 9’( Rd) 0 [w the direct sum of P’(R’) and the space of 
constant real functions on Rd with the direct sum topology. 
The space of continuous (resp. right-continuous with left limits) 
functions from [0, r] into Y’(R’) is denoted by C([O, T], Y’(@)) 
(resp. D( [O, T], Y’(@))). The space D([O, T], 9”(@)) is endowed with 
a Skorokhod-type topology [12]. We also consider the interval [0, T] 
replaced by [ 0, T), [T, co ) or R + , as well as the corresponding spaces of 
real-valued functions. 
The following notation will be used throughout: 
p,(~,y)=(2nt)-~“exp{ - ) y-x1’/2t}, t > 0, x, y E Rd, 
%4(x) = Id &Y) PAX, Y) 4, t > 0, Fo = 1 
(the Brownian semigroup), 
rdx) = j-d, co 1, or- uk Y 1 ddy, du)> t > 0, 
f,(4) = JRd, co ,, i(x) ddx, duly t B 0. 
Using Fubini’s theorem we observe that 
I Fud x [O, s] Z-Ax) /4dx, du) = I,, /4x) Z-s&x) dx, O<sQ t, (1.1) 
and in particular 
s Z-Ax) A& du) =jRd&) 4(x) dx, t > 0. (1.2) Rdx [O, r] 
The definitions above and formulas (1.1) and (1.2) are valid for bounded, 
measurable, real functions q5 on Rd. 
Let To = inf{ t :p(Rd x [t, co)) = 01. We assume that /A is sufficiently 
smooth in the time variable so that f,(d) has a continuous derivative on 
[O, T] for all T< To and for each 4 E Y(Rd) @ R. This implies that 
&Rd, dt) has no atoms for t E (0, To) and f,(4) is a Lipschitz function of t 
on [O, T] for all T< To and for each q5 E 9’(Rd) 0 R. 
IfY~{Y,,t~O}isaprocessanda~O,wewrite~Y~{YY,+,,t~0}and 
“YE{Y,,Obtda}. 
Weak convergence is denoted by =S and 11. (Io. stands for the supremum 
norm. 
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2. RESULTS 
Let Wr { W,, t > 0) be a standard Brownian motion on Rd, and (Z, z) 
an Rd x R +-valued random variable with distribution 1, independent of W. 
Let Wk, (Zk, zk), k = 1,2, . . . . be independent copies of W, (Z, T). We will 
consider as state space lFV’u (y}, where y is an external point, and define 
the kth Brownian motion with initial distribution p (i.e., beginning at time 
~~ and position Z”) as follows: 
1 
Y 
Bf= ZkS w;-+ 
if rk > t, 
if gk < t. 
Let NY denote the empirical distribution at time t of the first n particles, 
i.e., 
k=l 
Then N” z {NY, t > 0} can be regarded as an Y’( Rd)-valued process given 
by 
(N:,b)= i W:), t 2 0, q4 E .Y( Rd), (2.1 J 
k=l 
where we define q4( Bf) = 0 if Bf = y. Clearly, by the definition of Bk and N”, 
the process (N”,b)r {(N:,4), ta0) has sample paths in D(R+, R) for 
each 4 E 9(Rd), and therefore by [ 131 N” has sample paths in 
D(R + , 9”( Rd)). Note that the process N” in general is not Markovian. 
The first result is a law of large numbers for the system. 
THEOREM 2.1. For each t > 0 and 1+4 E Y( Rd), 
n ~‘(N:‘,~)~~~~~~(x))Odx a.s.asn-+m, (2.2) 
and 
npi {(N:,q5>-{: (N:,fbj)du}+/;()) a.s.asn-+m. (2.3) 
Now we define the fluctuation process x” E {X;, t > 0) by 
C-Y, d> =n-‘/2((N:, 4>-E(N:, 4)) 
=n -‘I2 c, MB:) - W(B:)l, t 2 0,4~ yWd). (2.4) 
This process also has sample paths in D( R + , 9”( Rd)). 
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Note that (NT, 4 > and (X:, 4 ) are also well-defined for 4 E 9( FP) @ R. 
The next result is the fluctuation limit theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. (a) (XT, Og t < T,,} =>X in D([O, T,), 9”(1Wd)) us 
n + co, where X- {X,, 0 < t < T,,} is a centered Gaussian process with 
covariance functional K,(s, 4; t, $) = Cov( (X,, d), (X,, $)) given by 
K,(s, 4; t, $I= jRd&4 4x1 Csll/(x) dx 
- jRd PAX) WI dx { jRd PAX) 5 sll/(x) dx 
= s A(X) b(x) Z-s$(x) dx uud 
- jRd PAXI 4(x) dxjRd P,(X) Ii/(x) d ,
O<s6t<T0,&$~Y(IWd). (2.5) 
(The equality of the two expressions for K, follows from (1.1) and (1.2)). 
(b) If T,,<co then ,x”*Y in D([W+,Y’(lW-‘)) as n-rco, where 
Yz (Y,, t 2 O> is a centered Gaussian process with covariance functional 
given by 
KY& 4; t, Ic/) = jRd&) 4(x) K-Ax) dx 
- jRd P&) 4(x) dx jRd c(&d T-s@(x) dx, 
s 6 4 $4 $ E Y(rw”). (2.6) 
Remarks. 1. Note that the processes X and Y are also well-defined for 
4 E Y(R’)@ R and the equality in (2.5) holds for such 4. 
2. Expressions (2.5) and (2.6) are defined for positive times since pt is 
not defined for t = 0. The random variable (X0, 4) has normal distribution 
with mean 0 and variance J d’(y) p(dy, (0)) - (f 4(y) p(dy, {O}))2. 
We will now give the properties of the limit processes X and Y. 
THEOREM 2.3. (a) X has a version in C( [0, T,), 9”(rWd)), and there 
exists p > 0 such that X is continuous in 9’h(rWd). 
(b) X is an inhomogeneous Markov process, and it is strictly 
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Markovian in an interval [a, b] c [0, T,), in the sense that 
{.X,, 0 6 t 4 b - a} is strictly Markovian, if and only !f p(R” x (a, b]) = 0. 
(c) X satisfies the Langevin equation 
dX,=A,X,dt+dW,, 0 < t < T, , (2.7) 
Ltxhere 
A,=~A-(l-f,(l))~‘,f:, O<r< To, (2.8) 
and WE ( W,, t 3 0) is an 9”( iWd)- Wiener process \cith covariance ,funcrional 
given by 
K,(s.d;t,9)=ldA’(Q,~,li,,du, 4? $ E 9yW). 
(Qud, ti>=jRd ~,(x)V&x) .Vrl/(x) d.x+fl(d$) (2.9) 
(. denotes the scalar product in rWd). In particular, ij’X is strictly Markovian 
in [a, b] then .X- {X,,,, O<t<b-a) satisfies 
with 
d,X,=;A.X,dt+dW,, O<tdh-a, (2.10) 
(Q,b,*)=~~~~,+.(~)V~(x).V~(x)d-~. (2.11) 
(a’) Y has a version in C( iw + , 9’( iw*)) and there exists p 2 0 such that 
Y is continuous in Yb([Wd). 
(b’) Y is an inhomogeneous strict Markov process. 
(c’) Y satisfies the Langevin equation 
dY, = $A Y, dt + dW,, t > 0, 
where W, is an 9”( iWd)- Wiener process with 
Remarks. 1. The process in [7] is strictly Markovian on [w + 
2. The Langevin equation (2.7) is understood as 
(2.12) 
(X,,m>=<x,,s>+~‘<x,..4~~)ds+(M’,,m;, O<t<T,, (2.13) 
0 
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for each 4 E Y( Rd), with 
A,~=~A~-(l-f,(l))~‘f:(~), q3 E 9( Rd). 
Since A,~EY([W~)@[W, then (X,,A,d) is well-defined for I$EY([W~). 
Analogously we interpret (2.10) and (2.12). 
On the existence of Y’( Rd)-Wiener processes ee [ 11. 
3. The Langevin equation for X has a unique solution and it is 
expressed in the evolution form 
for each ~EY([W~), where {%s,I, 0 <s < t < T,,} is the reverse evolution 
system on Y(Rd) @ R given by 
s< t. (2.15) 
Note that if ~([w” x (a, 61) = 0, then {%,T+o,l+a, 0 6 s 6 t 6 b - u} 
corresponds to a semigroup on Y(Rd). 
On uniqueness and evolution solutions see [9]. 
4. Our results can be extended to the case where the particle motion 
process on Rd is spherically symmetric stable with exponent 0 < c1< 2. The 
above expressions are then modified by replacing z by the stable semi- 
group, $A by d,r -(-4)“2, and WW by 4kW)-4~,~-IclU. 
However, in this case the Langevin equation (2.13) and the evolution 
solution (2.14) must be given generalized interpretations because the stable 
semigroup and A, do not map Y’(Rd) into itself (see [6]). 
3. PROOFS 
The following are the spaces and the properties that will be used in the 
proofs. 
Y(Rd) (defined in the Introduction) is a nuclear Frechet space, and its 
dual Y(Rd) is also nuclear. 
The completed tensor product Y(Rd) 6 a([O, t]) of sP(lR”) and 
GB([O, T]), where $8( [O, T]) is the space of infinitely differentiable func- 
tions having supports contained in (0, 7’). This space is nuclear and we will 
denote its dual by (Y(Rd) 6 $@([O, T]))’ [3, 141. 
sP(lRd)@ R with the direct sum topology is a nuclear Frechet space [ 143. 
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LEMMA 3.1. For each t > 0 and c+$ E Y( R”), 
E(N:, 4) = n jRd 0) d(x) dx 
=n 
I c9- .+4(x) Ad-x, du) Rdx co. rl 
(3.1 1 
and .fiv 0 < s f t and q5, $ E 9 (EC’), 
Cov(<N:, d>, (N:, I(/>) 
=n 
Lj 
%-u(d(z) %-,1c/Cz)) Adz, du) 
dx [O, s J 
Proof. By definition, 
E(N:,d)= i WV’:). 
k=l 
By considering the time when the kth Brownian motion begins and using 
Fubini’s theorem we have 
Ed@;)= j j OPT-,(x,~)dy~(dx,dr) 
Rdx [0, rJ Rd 
= 5 Rd~,(~) 4 ) 4, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
which together with (1.2) yields (3.1). Using the independence of the 
Brownian motions, a similar calculation yields (3.2). [ 
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LEMMA 3.2. For each t > 0 and 4 E 9’( Rd), 
E <NY7 4) -Ji (NZ, $fd) du} =nfA#). 
Proof By (3.1), using Fubini’s theorem and dz/dt = q+A, we have 
s 
’ E(N;, iA& du 
0 
=E(N:, 4>-nf,(d). I 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The usual strong law of large numbers gives 
(2.2). Again the law of large numbers and Lemma 3.2 give (2.3). 1 
LEMMA 3.3. (a) For each 1,4 E 9’(lRd) the processes 
z:(b)= (NY> O-5,’ (N:, $40 du-I;(1 -f,(l))-‘f&j), 
O<t<T,, (3.3) 
M:(~)~(~~,~)-Sd(X:‘~A~)du-n-“*(l-f;(l))-’f,(~)J:, 
Odt<T,, (3.4) 
K’kW’-~; (NE, IV4l’> du-Z:g,(@), Odt<T,, (3.5) 
and 
are martingales with respect to the filtration 9: = g{ Bf, s < t, k = 1, . . . . n}, 
O<t< To, where 
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I:'= i l,,,,,,, 
,=I 
T= i [Il,T,>,,-El,,,>,,l= i I,,t.,,-nP[zdt], 
i= I I=1 
(b) For each 4 E Y( KY’) the processes 
<N!&+,, d> -I,: <N;o+u, fAd) h--n’ ‘f,,(4), t30, 
und 
G-Y-“+,7 4) - J’,’ (J’;o+u, $44) du, t 3 0, (3.7) 
are martingales with respect to the filtration ,,S; = a{,p’Ji,, <N’S;,+ ,, $I >. 
s < t, $ E Y( Rd) ), t > 0, with increasing processes 
s ’ (N&+u, IW’>du, t 3 0, (3.81 0 
and 
i 
I 
npl<N’&+,, IVdl’> du, t 2 0, (3.9 1 
0 
respectively. 
Proqf: (a) Since the Brownian motions are independent, 
where qT(Bk) = CT{ Bf, r < s >. For simplicity we will omit the k. Observing 
that if s < T,,, [T > s] is an atom of R(B), and using the Markov property 
of {II,, t>z} we have 
ECd(Br)I E(B)1 = 1 [*<s,Z- AB,) 
+1 cr,.,l(l -f,(l))mm’ jR,,,,, ,, ~--Mx)cl(dx~ dr). 
and 
EC1 ~,>r,~~-ff~~~~~*I~~~~l=~[,>.s,~~-f,~~~~-l. 
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Hence, using Fubini’s theorem and dz/dt = q$d, 
In the last step we used the fact that d(B,) = 0 on [7 > s]. Therefore 
z,(C)~((B,)-S’fd((B,)d~--1~,>,,(1-~(1))-’f,(~), 
0 
o<t< To, (3.10) 
is a martingale. This yields the martingale (3.3). The martingale (3.4) is 
obtained from the martingale (3.3), Lemma 3.2, and the fact that 
E 
1 
<NY> 4) -1 (W, t40 4 =El,,>,,(l -f,(l))-‘f,(4). 
0 
In order to obtain the martingale (3.5), since the martingales (3.10) for 
different Bk are independent, it suffices to prove that 
is a martingale. 
Since qS(B,) = 0 on [r > t], we have 
I’ $4W,) du 
2 
Z;(b) = b’(4) + 1 + 1 [r> ,& 1 -f,( 1))-2f:(qS) 0 
- WB,) j-l &fW,) du. 
0 
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By (3.10) we have a martingale for the first term, namely 
q5’(B,) = j’ i~l4~(8,) du + 1 Cr, ,,( 1 -f,( 1)) -‘f,($‘) + martingale 
0 
= j’ lV~(hJ12 du + jr dd&) A4(B,) du 
0 0 
+l Cr> ,j(l -f,(l I)- ’ .f,(d*) + martingale. (3.12) 
Now, d(B,) and jb $hVKJ d u are semimartingales, and the second one 
is continuous and has bounded variation. Then by (3.10), the stochastic 
integration by parts formula, and the fact that stochastic integrals with 
respect o martingales are martingales, we have 
(P(B,) j,’ t 444,) du 
+ 4 4(&J du i d&B,) ds + martingale. (3.13) 
In the last step we used b(B,) = 0 for u d s on [z > s]. Then, by (3.12) and 
(3.13), 
which proves (3.11). 
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(3.6) follows from (3.5), noting that by Lemma 3.2, (3.4) is equal to (3.3) 
divided by n’l’. 
(b) This is proved similarly as for (a). 1 
Remarks. 1. We cannot consider a single martingale for 0 < t < 00, 
since the martingale (3.3) is not uniformly integrable and therefore it is not 
closed. 
2. If p(Rd x (a, b]) = 0 for some a < b < T,, then for the process $f’, 
<,x:,0-I’(.x~:,fAOdu, O<t<b-a, (3.14) 
0 
is a martingale with respect to the filtration 
a~=~.(~, (aX,n,*>,s~t,IC/E~4P([Wd)}, O<t<b-a. 
3. In (3.5) we do not have the increasing process of the martingale 
Z:(4); in fact Zyg,(d) is not increasing nor predictable. However, this 
process is suitable for the proofs below. Similarly for (3.6). 
Next we will derive some estimates. that will be used for proving 
tightness of (A?, 0 < t < 7’,},, i and { ToY’)n >, and continuity of the limit 
processes. 
LEMMA 3.4. (a) Foreach$~Y((W~), 6>OandO<t+6<~<~,, 
+4d2E[ sup (X,“, fAqQ2(9;] 
O<s<t+d 
+Ku+~ S[l + 6 sup (n-“25:)2], 
O<s<1+6 
(3.15) 
where Kb, f + s is a constant depending on 4 and t + 6. 
(b) For each 4 E Y([Wd), 6 > 0 and t 2 To, 
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Proof: Using the martingale (3.4) and elementary inequalities we have 
E[((K,,> 4) - cc> GW’KI 
G w~:+,kw2 - w:w2 I s:1 
+4J2.F [ sup (Xl!, +tCj)2I.F;] 
o<sct+n 
+4EC((1 -fr+;i(l))V’f; +n(0)np’ ’ J:‘+,j 
-(l -f,(l)))‘f,(~)n ‘“J:,‘1F:]. (3.17) 
Using the martingale (3.6) 
EC(M,+,(~))2-(M:(~))21~-:1d6n~‘EC SUP (N:‘, IV&‘> IP:‘] 
Os.\<r+d 
+n~‘ECg,+,(~)~:‘+,-g,(~)~:I.~“:l. 
(3.18) 
By the conditional independence of the z,, the fact that 
EC1 r,,,,+d,l~-:l=(l-fr(l)) ’ (1 -f,+n(l)) l,,,,,,, 
the Lipschitz condition of f,(4) and g,(d) for each 4 E Y(Rd), and since 
su~o~.~~,+bf,($)GKt II4II,, su~~,,,,+~g,(4)bK, II&l’, for alldEY(R?. 
where K, and K, are constants that depend on t + 6, we can show 
ECU1 -fr+cd1))-‘.fi+iiWn “‘J:,,, 
-(l -f,(l))-‘f,(d)n-‘!‘J:~ZI~--:] 
af,+,(4)-f,w)2 (1 -f,(l)) 2 w’:2J:)2 
+2f:+,(~)(1-f,+,(l))~‘(l-.f,(l)) 2 
x Cf,+a(l)-“fr(l)ln~~’ i l,,,,,, 
r=l 
dq&,r+s S[l+ sup (n ?I;)‘] (3.19) 
o<s<r+s 
and 
= Cg,+a(~)-g,(~)-g,+,(~)(f,+,(l)-f,(l))(l -f,(l))F’l 1: 
6 K;,,+,nd. (3.20) 
Substituting (3.20) into (3.18) this and (3.19) into (3.17), we have (3.15); 
analogously we obtain (3.16). 1 
40’) 141) 1.12 
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LEMMA 3.5. (a) For each 6 > 0,O < t + 6 < T-C T,, and 4 E .Y(lW’), 
E sup CC, ~>*~K+,ClI~ll2, +(f+d)* II4%,1 (3.21) 
O<r<t+S 
where K,+& is a constant depending only on t + 6. 
(b) For each 6 > 0, t 2 0, and q5 E sP( Rd), 
E sup VT,,+,, ~>*~~,+,CII~112,+~~+~~* II4%1 (3.23) O<s<t+6 
and 
E sup W”To+s, ~>*GK,+, nCI1411k+(t+8)2 11~~11?,1. (3.24) o<s<t+s 
Proof: Using the martingale (3.4) and elementary inequalities, 
E sup <x:, 4>* 
o<s<t+s 
<2E sup o<s<,+s (M:(~))‘+4(t+6)SOlt’E(X:, hW*d~ . . 
+4E sup [(1 -fS(1))-‘f,(~)n-1’2J:]2. 
o<s<t+s 
By Doob’s inequality and (3.4), 
E sup VW))* G 4E(W+&$))* 
OCs~r+b 
G WX:,,, ()‘+8(t+~)j-~+‘E(X~,$4~)*du 
+ W(1 -L+6(l))~‘f,+~(4) n~“*J~+,l*. 
Hence 
E sup <XhQ2 
O<s<r+d 
G KI E<X:+,, ()*+(t+d) j-;+‘E(X”,, fA&*du 
+ sup (1 -L(l))-*E(4) E 
o<sct+s 
,<;:y+, W”*J3* 
. . 
where K, is a constant. 
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By the independence of the Brownian motions, E( X:, 6, 4)’ d 4 /I 4 11 k 
and E(X”,, 4 Ad)* 6 11 Aqb II 5, for all n. For the last term, it follows from [S, 
Theorem 4.1.3-J that 
E sup (K”~J;)*<C for all n, 
O<s<t+6 
(3.26) 
where C is a universal constant. On the other hand, 
supoGsGr+6 (1 -L(l))-‘f,‘(4)GK2,,+a lldll’, for SOme constant K,.,,, 
depending only on t + 6. 
Taking these estimates into (3.25) yields (3.21). 
Analogously we obtain (3.23). 
The bounds (3.22) and (3.24) follow from (3.1), (3.21), and (3.23). 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. (a) To show that {Xy, 0 < t < T,} converges 
weakly in D( [0, T,), Y’( W’)) we will prove weak convergence in D( [0, T], 
Y’(W’)) for each T< To. For this it suffices to prove weak convergence in 
(Y(W’) 8 9( [0, T]))’ of %“, where p is defined by 
@‘, @) =j’(X:, Qt., t)> dt, @E cY( Kid) 6 9( [0, T]), 
0 
since by the hypothesis on p the process x” is continuous at T a.s. for all 
T<T,, and tightness of {(X:,4),O<t<T},,, for all ~EY([W~) (see 
[3, Theorem 4.33 and [ 12, Theorem 4.11). For weak convergence of p, by 
Levy’s continuity theorem for nuclear spaces [4] it suffices to show weak 
convergence of (p, @) for each @ E 9(Rd) 6 9( [0, T]). Now, 
(p,@)=n-“* f (Y,-EY,), 
k=l 
where 
Y, = j’@(B;, t) dt, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
0 
are independent, identically distributed random variables. Then by the 
classical central limit theorem, 
CR @i> =s NO, 0;) as n-+c0, 
where N(0, c&) is the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance cr’, 
given by 
a* zz 
0 Cov(@(B,, s), @(B,, t)) ds dt. 
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We will now establish tightness. By Lemma 3.4 and [ 10, Theorem 2.71, 
we have to prove 
lim lim sup {26n-‘E sup (N:, [Vfjj’) 
s-0 n-cc OGSd T 
+46’E sup (A-;, $ A#)‘+Kb,A[l +6E sup (~f-“‘J;)~])=0. 
O<S<T 04SG T 
Since Esu~~.,.~ (N:, $> Q CEsup,..., (N:, 4>211/2, by applying 
Lemma 3.5(a) and using (3.26) we obtain the result. 
In order to complete the tightness proof we need tightness of 
{(X:, 4)}n for each fixed t E [0, T] [ 10, Theorem 2.71. This is implied by 
the fact that (X:, 4) converges weakly as n + cc for fixed t, which follows 
from the classical central limit theorem. 
Hence by [3] there exists a unique centered Gaussian process X with 
paths in D( [0, T], P”(P’)) such that P * X as n + co, and the distribu- 
tion of (%, @) is N(0, ai) for each @EY(II@) 6 9[0, T]. It is easy to 
verify that the covariance functional of X is given by (2.5). 
(b) The method of proof is the same as for (a), using Lemmas 3.4(b) 
and 3.5(b). 1 
Remark. In the case p(lRdx (0)) = 1, It8 [7] identified the limit process 
by means of the multivariate central limit theorem, but did not show 
tightness. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. (a) To show that X has a version in 
C( [0, To), Y’( IV’)), by Theorem 1 and Example 1 of [ 1 l] it suflices to 
prove that for each 4 E Y(R’) the real Gaussian process ((X,, d), 
0 < t < T} satisfies the Dudley-Fernique condition for each T < To. 
By Theorem 2.2, for 0 <s 6 t < T we have 
E((X,, 4) - (X,, d>)‘<lim infE((XY, 4) - (Xl!, 4))‘. 
n-rm 
Taking the expectation in (3.15) and using (3.21), (3.22) and (3.26), 
E(<X:, 4) - (JT, 4))’ 
GK,(t-s)n-‘Cn(/I IWl’ll,+ Il~lv~IzIl,l 
+fb(t-s)2 CIl4ll2,+ II&vl~+&(t-s)[l +(t--)C]. 
Hence 
where K,,. is a constant depending on 4 and T. Therefore the Dudley- 
Fernique condition is satisfied. 
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Given that X has a continuous version, in order to prove that it is 
continuous in Yb(E@) for some p B 0 it suffices to show that for each 
sup F(t))’ E sup (X,,C$)* < ‘SC;, 
1-c To O<S<l 
where F(t) is a positive locally bounded function [ 11, Theorem 41. 
Proceeding as above and using Lemma 3.5, we may take F(t) = K,( 1 + t’), 
where K, is the same constant that appears in (3.21) which depends only 
on t. 
(b) To prove the Markov property of the process X we must 
verify condition (M) in the Introduction. It is easy to check that 
{Jg,,,, 0 6 s < t < To}, given by (2.15), is a reverse evolution system on 
C4p(Rd)@R. Let X,s,,=%s,,X,, defined by (a5.,X,,$)= (X,,aA,,$), 
II/ E Y( Rd) @ R. Then by substitution condition (M) is obtained. Moreover, 
X,,, belongs to (X,, Y(Rd))- because (X,, Y(R’))-~ = (X,, Y(R’) >, 
where Y(R”)) is the completion of Y(Rd) with respect to the norm 
p,(d) = W(X.v #>*)“*t and Y(Rd)) contains Y(Rd) @ R. Therefore X is a 
Markov process. 
We note that condition (SM’) holds for 4, $ E Y(Rd)@ R. For the 
strict Markov property (SM’) should hold with (6, $ E .Y( Rd). By (2.1 S), 
(SM’) is satisfied in an interval [a, b] c [0, To] if and only 
sw”x(.y.r, Ku tj( v) p(&, du) = 0 for all (s, t] c [a, h] and all rj E Y(R”), 
and this is true if and only if p(R”x (a, 61) = 0. Therefore X is strictly 
Markovian in [a, b] if and only if p(Rd x (a, b]) = 0. 
(c) By our assumption on ~1, A (4 given by (2.8) and e5,, given by 
(2.15) are continuous functions of t for each 4 E Y(UV’) @ R. It is easy to 
verify that A, and es!,,, satisfy 
Odsdt<To,qkcY(Rd)@R. 
(3.27) 
On the other hand, we have already shown in connection with the Markov 
property of X that condition (SM’) holds for ?9*,, with 4,1(/~ 9’(lRd)@ R. 
Since ,Y( Wd) 0 R is a nuclear Frechet space, by [2, Theorem 21, the above 
facts imply that X satisfies the Langevin equation 
dX,=A,X,dt+dW,, O<t<T,, 
where W is the (Y( Rd) @ R)‘-Wiener process with covariance functional 
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In order to compute (3.28) let us note that 
indeed, by (1.1) and (1.2) es:,,4 can be written as 
~s,,4(x)=~-si(x)-(l -L(l))-’ 
(3.29) 
and therefore 
= +44x) - (1 -ft(l)) -’ Id C&(x) 4(x) - ,4x) + 4G)l dx, 
which together with (2.8) yields (3.29). Then, using the second expression 
of KX in (2.5) and applying (3.29), we obtain 
<Quh $> = ~Rdr.(4 V&x) .W(x) dx +fl(&). 
Finally, the statement in the Theorem follows by restricting 4, $ to Y(lW’). 
The case of the strict Markov property in [a, 61 c [0, To) and 
statements (a’), (b’), and (c’) are proved similarly as above, and in fact 
more easily since ~(W’X (a, b]) = 0 and ,u(IR~ x [T,, co)) = 0. In these cases 
the Langevin equations can be obtained by [ 1, Theorem 3.61. 1 
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